INTERNATIONAL FLYING DUTCHMAN CLASS

The following amendments to the Class Rules have been approved to be effective 1st March 2001.

Battens
Rule 99
Amendment: Delete current rule and replace with the following: “The extension of the upper edge of the inside of the upper batten pocket shall meet the luff at a point a minimum of 1500 mm from the head point. The distance from this point to the leach measured along the inner edge of the upper batten pocket shall be less than 1010 mm.”

Side Deck Pads
Rule 118
Amendment: Delete current rule and replace with the following: “Detachable side deck pads, material optional, are allowed aft of the bearing point of the jib sheet (Rule 37) but shall not project outside of the maximum permitted width of the rubbing strake (Rule 36).”

Rule 10.2
Amendment: Replace “IYRU RR25(c)ii” with “ISAF RR H.1(c)”

Rule 81
Amendment: Replace “markings in accordance with IYRU RR 26 Appendix 14 Rule 1.8.” with “class insignia, sail numbers and letters”.

Rule 85
Amendment: Replace “IYRU RR 25.3. Contrary to IYRU RR 25.1(b)” with “ISAF RR Appendix H. Contrary to ISAF RR Appendix H1.1 (b)”

Rule 89a
Amendment: Delete “(exemption from IYRU sail Measurement Instructions Rule 6.5)”

Rule 114
Amendment: Replace “IYRU RR61.1(b)” with “ISAF Appendix J”

Rule 115
Amendment: Replace “IYRU RR 54.1” with “ISAF RR 50.3”

Rule 120
Amendment: Replace “IYRU RR 53.3(b)” with “ISAF RR 42”

1 Please note that this number has been amended - 30/01/01
IYRU to ISAF

Amendment: In order to bring the FD rules up to date the acronym IYRU should be changed to ISAF in the following rules: Rule 3, Rule 12.2, Rule 6 replace “IYRU Holdings” with “ISAF Ltd.”, Rule 7 replace “IYRU Holdings” with “ISAF Ltd.”.